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NATIONAL CENTRE FOR EARTH SCIENCE STUDIES 
(An Institution under the Ministry of Earth Sciences, Govt. of India) 

P.B. No. 7250, Akkulam, Thiruvananthapuram-695 011, Kerala. 

PURCHASE DIVISION 

 
Our Ref : PUR-PROC/127a/2019-PUR-NCESS       Dt. 17.06.2019 
(To be quoted in all correspondence) 

 

 

 

 

Sub: e-Procurement Tender 

Dear Sirs, 

 

Please send your offer along with descriptive catalogue/ pamphlet for the following items not later than   

15.07.2019 at 06.00 PM (Tender Opening at 11.00 A.M on 17.07.2019).The terms and conditions governing 

the tender are given at the bottom.                     .                   

     SI. No  DESCRIPTION       QUANTITY  

     REQUIRED 

  
1. (3X3) auto changeover (For MC-ICPMS)    1 No. 

 manifold for Argon Gas.  

 

(Specification attached separately) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE TENDERERS AND TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

 

1. The quotation should be submitted by e-procurement in PDF format by ‘logging on’ in the 

website eprocure.gov.in/eprocure/app. The file size of the document submitted should not exceed 

20 MB. The BOQ in excel format should be downloaded and submitted.    

2. An EMD of Rs. 11,000/- may be submitted by way of bank remittance remitting the amount to 

our bank account. (Account no: 57059896404; Account Name: National Centre for Earth Science 

Studies (NCESS); IFSC Code: SBIN0070581; MICR Code: 695009036; Bank: State Bank of 

India, Akkulam, Trivandrum). The remittance should reflect in our accounts on or before the 

date of submission. The late remittance will not be valid. The bank details for the refund of EMD 

should be furnished along the bid. Exemption from EMD will be allowed for organizations 

registered with Central Purchase Organization or MoES, Govt. Of India or Small-Scale 

Industries, if the claim is supported by relevant documents. The firms claiming EMD exemption 

on account of being small scale industries should attach National Small Industries Corporation 

(NSIC) certificate, Udyog Aadhar Memorandum or District Industries (not 

acknowledgment).  

3. The material should be delivered at NCESS or installed at the specified location and so the quotation 

should include all the charges for the delivery at NCESS/installation. 

4. It should be clear whether the quoted amount is inclusive of tax or not. If the tax is extra, the current tax 

rates should be specifically mentioned. (The tax at the time of supply should be calculated considering 

the DSIR registration and its certificates will be provided in our formats).  

5. The bid should contain the Details of EMD remitted (or NSIC), Bank Details for refund of EMD, 

Authorization from manufacturer, Details of Service Centre, Techno Commercial Bid, Technical 

Compliance statement, List of Customers, Brochures etc, wherever applicable. 

6. The offer should be valid for 120 days from the due date of opening of tender. 

7. The Purchaser reserves right to accept any tender in part or full without assigning any reasons. The 

enquiry is not a commitment and the purchaser reserves the right to reject or cancel any or all offers. 

8. Catalogue/Brochure/Manual should be submitted along with the offer wherever necessary. 

9. Warranty / Guarantee Clause needs to be mentioned necessarily wherever applicable. 

10.        All foreign bank charges will be to the account of beneficiary. 

11. The purchase will be made on credit basis and the payment will be made after supply and 

acceptance, by bank transfer. 

Phone :( 0471) 2511531 

FAX: (0471) 2442280 

E-mail: ncesspurchase@gmail.com 

              purchase@ncess.gov.in 

website : www.ncess.gov.in 

mailto:cesspurchase@gmail.com
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12. In the case of imports, both FCA and CIF/CIP Trivandrum airport prices may be quoted. 90% payment 

will be made against proof of dispatch documents by LC or wire transfer and balance 10% will be 

released against acceptance of goods and the receipt of bank guarantee. 

13. In the event of placement of order, supplier / Indian agent shall provide a Performance Bank guarantee 

for 10% of the order value valid for warranty period + 60 days.         

14. Any further changes in the details, like the date of opening or specification, will be posted on our web 

site only. 

 

        Yours faithfully, 

 

    Sd/- 

 

                                                                                                           Deputy Manager (Purchase) 
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Specifications: 

 

• 3×3 auto changeover manifold for argon gas with provision to connect to 6 cylinders 

When one supply drops below 6.8 bar, the selector regulator should automatically switch the gas feed 

from the depleted supply to an alternate supply. 

The maximum inlet pressure of the pressure regulator should be 248 bar. 

Inlet and outlet gauged should be provided on the pressure regulator. 

Cv (coefficient of flow) of the regulator should be 0.06. 

The sensing element should be made of Alloy X-750. 

The outlet of the regulator is to be connected with an 8mm OD fitting. 

· The material of construction of the components used should be SS 316. 

· The interconnection between the components used should be with SS 316/316L tube of 

outer diameter ¼” and with a wall thickness of 0.035”. 

· Outlet pressure control range of the manifold should be 0-6.8 bar. 

· The manifold should be attached with the following. 

a) PTFE core braided hose with a pressure rating of 241 bar and 1m length for each 

cylinders 

b) Filter need to be provided on each branches to avoid possible contamination in 

downstream components. Pressure rating of the filter should be more than or equal to 

maximum cylinder pressure. The filter should have a filter element size of 7 microns. 

c) Non return valve should be provided on each branches to prevent any unintentional 

reverse flow of gas. The pressure rating of the valve should be equal to or more than the 

maximum cylinder pressure. The cracking pressure of the check valve should be 1psig. 

d) Isolation valve to be provided on each branch to isolate each cylinder if required. 

e) Plug valve to be provided on each bank for purging. The Cv of the plug valve should be 

1.6. 

f) Proportional relief valve to be provided at the regulator outlet to ensure safety and 

redundancy. 

g) Needle valve should be connected at the regulator outlet to control the flow if required. 

The Cv of the valve should be 0.37. 

Optionally quote for SS tube of Material of construction MOC 316/316L with 8mm OD 

and 1mm wall thickness and 1 Meter length (exact length will be as per our 

requirement). The tube should have a minimum molybdenum content of 2.5%. 

Conditions: 

1. A Concept drawing should be provided for the 3X3 Auto changeover. 

2. Typical material certificate indicating the chemical and physical properties of materials 

used in the components of the manifold should be provided. 

3. The manifold assembly should be assembled by the Original Equipment Manufacturer 

(OEM) certified installers 

4. The assembly should be warranted against material or workmanship defect for 10 years. 

5. List 5 similar supplies in India. 
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Technical Compliance Statement  
Required Specification 

 

Specification 

Offered with 

make and 

model 

Whether 

compiled 

1. (3X3) auto changeover (For MC-ICPMS)    1 No. 

manifold for Argon Gas. 

    

Specifications: 

 

• 3×3 auto changeover manifold for argon gas with provision to connect to 6 

cylinders 

When one supply drops below 6.8 bar, the selector regulator should automatically 

switch the gas feed from the depleted supply to an alternate supply. 

The maximum inlet pressure of the pressure regulator should be 248 bar. 

Inlet and outlet gauged should be provided on the pressure regulator. 

Cv (coefficient of flow) of the regulator should be 0.06. 

The sensing element should be made of Alloy X-750. 

The outlet of the regulator is to be connected with an 8mm OD fitting. 

· The material of construction of the components used should be SS 

316. 

· The interconnection between the components used should be with 

SS 316/316L tube of outer diameter ¼” and with a wall thickness of 

0.035”. 

· Outlet pressure control range of the manifold should be 0-6.8 bar. 

· The manifold should be attached with the following. 

a) PTFE core braided hose with a pressure rating of 241 bar and 1m 

length for each cylinders 

b) Filter need to be provided on each branches to avoid possible 

contamination in downstream components. Pressure rating of the 

filter should be more than or equal to maximum cylinder pressure. 

The filter should have a filter element size of 7 microns. 

c) Non return valve should be provided on each branches to prevent 

any unintentional reverse flow of gas. The pressure rating of the 

valve should be equal to or more than the maximum cylinder 

pressure. The cracking pressure of the check valve should be 1psig. 

d) Isolation valve to be provided on each branch to isolate each 

cylinder if required. 

e) Plug valve to be provided on each bank for purging. The Cv of the 

plug valve should be 1.6. 

f) Proportional relief valve to be provided at the regulator outlet to 

ensure safety and redundancy. 

g) Needle valve should be connected at the regulator outlet to control 

the flow if required. The Cv of the valve should be 0.37. 

Optionally quote for SS tube of Material of construction MOC 
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316/316L with 8mm OD and 1mm wall thickness and 1 Meter 

length (exact length will be as per our requirement). The tube should 

have a minimum molybdenum content of 2.5%. 

Conditions: 

1. A Concept drawing should be provided for the 3X3 Auto changeover. 

2. Typical material certificate indicating the chemical and physical properties 

of materials used in the components of the manifold should be provided. 

3. The manifold assembly should be assembled by the Original Equipment 

Manufacturer (OEM) certified installers 

4. The assembly should be warranted against material or workmanship defect 

for 10 years. 

5. List 5 similar supplies in India. 

 


